
WHAT’S SUNRISE TOURS? 

●SUNRISE TOURS 
Sunrise Tours is a brand of the JTB Group, the largest travel agency in Japan, which specializes in tours for overseas visitors to Japan. With 
a history of over 50 years, Sunrise Tours has welcomed over 7.5 million visitors to Japan. Our lineup currently includes over 2,000 tours 
visiting places all throughout Japan, meticulously tailored by our planning team to meet the needs of both first-time and repeat visitors. 
For example, we have created a selection of tours accompanied by an interpreter guide to make visiting major sightseeing locations as 
stress free and time efficient as possible for first-time visitors to Japan. Each and every one of our interpreter guides are nationally 
certified so you can be sure you will have the perfect holiday experience! And for all those seasoned travelers who are confident in getting 
around by themselves, we have a range of reasonably-priced accommodation and transport packages, as well as experience tours, such as 
a kimono dress-up or tea ceremony experience, that offer a firsthand taste of authentic Japanese culture. 

●Enhanced Support for Visitors from Around the World 
In an effort to make Japan even more accessible for all, we are continually working to strengthen our support for international 
visitors. This includes implementing various services including Muslim-friendly meals and multilingual support. 
In addition to tours accompanied by English-speaking guides, our lineup now features a selection of courses that include audio 
guide support in six languages (Chinese, Spanish, Italian, French, Thai, and Indonesian). 
Furthermore, Sunrise Tours now offers a selection of tours specifically designed to cater to the needs of Muslim visitors.  
We are continually working towards improving our lineup to ensure that every experience is a perfect one, so we ask for your 
support in promoting these products. 



FEATURE 
1. Take a 3 or 4 day tour along Japan’s popular Golden Route.  
2. Halal certified meals are prepared for lunch on days 1 through 3.  
3. Lunch is prepared buffet style at hotels (limited to breakfast-included plans). For dinner, information on halal-certified restaurants in the accommodation 
area will be provided.  
4. Time for prayer may be set aside on each day of the tour. 

RECOMMENDED TOURS：3/4-Day Golden Tour for Muslim Visitors <Tokyo, Mt. Fuji & Kyoto> 

Tour Code 
* 3-Day from Tokyo to Kyoto: ECS3JM0121MZ  /  ECS3JM0111MZS (With Breakfast) 
* 3-Day Round Trip from Tokyo: ECS3JM0221MZS  /  ECS3JM0211MZS (With Breakfast) 
* 4-Day from Tokyo to Kyoto: ECS4JM0121MZS  /  ECS4JM0111MZS (With Breakfast) 
* 4-Day Round Trip Round Trip from Tokyo: ECS4JM0221MZS   /  ECS4JM0211MZS (With Breakfast) 

Itinerary 
Day 1: Edo Tokyo Morning Tour 
     Tsukiji Outer Fish Market, Imperial Palace and National Diet Building <drive-by>, Tokyo SKYTREE TOWN®,  
               Ueno and Akihabara <drive-by>, Senso-ji Temple & Nakamise 
      Halal certified Lunch near Asakusa 
      Hotels in Tokyo City 
Day 2: 1-Day World Heritage Mt. Fuji Golden Tour  
      Mt. Fuji 5th Station, Oshino Hakkai, Shiraito Falls, Fujisan Hongu Sengen Taisha Shrine, Fujisan World Heritage Center 
               Halal certified Bento Lunch  
                Transfer to Kyoto by Shinkansen (bullet train) 
      Hotels in Kyoto City 
Day 3: Kyoto Sagano Bamboo Grove & Arashiyama Walking Tour  
            Tenryu-ji Temple, Sagano Bamboo Grove, Jojakko-ji Temple, Togetsu-kyo Bridge 
            Halal certified Lunch near Togetsu-kyo Bridge 
<Only 4-Day Plan> 
    After the tour, return to hotels 
Day 4: Tour will end upon departure or transfer to Tokyo. 

Day 1 Tour Image 
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Day 3 Tour Lunch Image 
(Japanese Beef Sukiyaki Lunch) 

*This new lineup is scheduled for release on September 5th. 
A selection of individual bus tours and standalone meal plans are also available. 
For more information regarding tour contents and pricing, please refer to the "JAPAN" 
pamphlet or Genesis2. 


